
Stag Lane Schools PTFA Meeting (Junior and Infants combined) Monday June 4th, 

2018- 9.00am and Monday June 11th- 5.30pm in the Infant School Studio 

Present- June 4th:  Sajana Kabaria (SK), Nina Will (NW), Menka Hirani (MH),Kulsoom Mujahid, Elena Evans 

(EE), Amie Norris (AN), Jan Heath (JH), Bimal Patel (BP), Kleo Skoulikaris (KS), Elena Nitu (EN), Safiya Khan 

(SAFK), Shammika Rajapaksha (SR), Sivamathy DaviS (SD) 

Present- June 11th:  Sajana Kabaria (SK), Nina Will (NW), Menka Hirani (MH),Kulsoom Mujahid (KM),Hinal 

Varsani (HV), Bhanu Deb (BD), Elena Evans (EE),Jan Heath (JH), Bimal Patel (BP), David Brandon (DB), 

Joyeeta Majundar (JM), Elena Nitu (EN) 

Intial Points: Pls note that minutes for June 4th and June 11th have been combined into one.  

General Updates- Summer Fete 

1. Conversation with Suzanne and Ivan Brandon- discussed in both meetings 

NW confirmed that the warming trays are available to hire. Ivan stated that he was willing to provide the 

contact details. This would come up to around 20 pounds for the day. 

HV has confirmed that we can borrow warming trays instead and they would be kept warm with a candle 

burner. As a result, an electricity point will not be required for the burger and chips stall. 

Ivan also took KM and SK into the kitchen to have a quick chat with Suzanne. It was agreed that for this stall, 

we would sell, Veggie Burgers, Chicken Burgers, Beef Burgers and Chips. Suzanne confirmed that we will 

need to purchase 50-60 frozen bags of Asda Chips and she will store them for us until the event. 

Suzanne did request that we reach out to her and arrange a time to discuss everything in further detail. This 

has been confirmed for June 21st. Minutes will be completed for this meeting with Suzanne. 

2. Storage for PTFA 

Conversations have been had with EE and NW with regards storage for the PTFA. It would appear that we do 

have a storage area, however this will need to be discussed in the next meeting and added to the minutes. In 

the meantime, the PTFA officers will look to speak to Ivan, EE and NW on June 21st. 

3. The children and teachers voted for the best Junior Logo. MH counted all the votes and there are two 

particular logo’s that all attendees at the June 11th meeting chose. The infants have chosen one particular 

logo as their winner. The PTFA officers have agreed that they would like to choose parts from each of the 

3 logo’s as there are specifics that everyone likes from each one. DB confirmed that we should speak to a 

few companies of the best way of laminating the logo. BD confirmed that it would be ideal to have the 

logo ready for the summer fete. 

SK stated that the new PTFA Natwest Account is in the process of being opened. SK was asked to take in 
original identification to the bank and this has been completed. The current status update is that we are 
waiting on NW to provide an e-signature before Natwest will proceed. Email sent to NW and Infant School 
Office on June 13th- awaiting a response. 



BP gave SK and KM a walk through of the entry points for the summer fair and took both PTFA officers onto 
the grass area in order for them to build a picture of where particular stalls would go. SK mentioned that 
refreshments should go in Badger class as this is a larger classroom. 
BP stated that we must ensure that we take pictures of the classroom before we enter in order to ensure 
that these classrooms are left in exactly the same position for the teachers on Monday morning. 
BP showed the officers the toilets and confirmed that we would need to add signs on the doors. There is one 
disabled toilet for men, the girls toilet for ladies as well and then a separate boys toilet. 
In the meeting on June 11th NW and EE both confirmed the following: 

1. Outside Year 1 Classrooms- can drive a car on this part and the benches will be moved here as this is 
a food area 

2. Outside New Year 2 Classroom- under no circumstances should a car be driven on this. 
3. Grass- can drive a car but need to be careful. 

We need to ensure that there will only be stalls without gazebo’s in this section and JH has confirmed that 
she does not want the her crafts stall on the tarmac and she wants to be on the grass. 

4. Treasury Report 
MH ran through some important details.  It was confirmed that we currently have £1,625.65 in the account 
as a balance. However there are still payments that need to be made for the bouncy castle and money owed 
to members that have purchased items for the fete. SK did mention that we have some good donations in 
the PPA hut but a lot more will be required for the actual day. As a result EE and NW both confirmed that 500 
pounds each will be provided to us from both Infants and Juniors in order for us to purchase items for the 
day. 
JH mentioned that at least 230 prizes will be required for Tombola and that we should reach out to her if we 
needed to go to the cash and carry. Prizes will also be needed for the duck pond and the Lucky Dip. 
JH mentioned that Peggy spoke to her about needing the lucky dip prizes so she can wrap them. 

 

3. PTFA Newsletter/welcome packs 

Introductory packs have been given to the Infant school for the new reception parents. The topic of PTFA 

attendance was discussed at the meeting on June 11th. SK and HV will provide presence for the Year 3 

meetings on the Junior side and KM will provide presence for the reception and nursery meetings on the 

Infants side. 

BD confirmed that pick a lolly did not bring in much money so as a result there will be no pick a lolly stall and 

lollies would be given out to children who may not win prizes on other stalls. 

We do require sweets. These will potentially need to be brought. 

It was agreed that the next Mufti day on June 22nd would be Groceries, Toiletries or a £1. All attendees 

agreed on this. MH will not be around on June 22nd and as a result BP will count money on Friday. SK to see if 

VB is also around.  

SK and KM to then count money on Monday June 2th and bank. 

JH confirmed that the banners may be with the gazebo’s. We will need to check these. KH also confirmed 

that we need good volunteers on the Friday to help put up Gazebo’s. 

For the animal hospital, certificates will need to be printed and JH to look for aprons for all volunteers that 

can be used. 



Volunteers Needed 

MH spoke of the volunteer list and that it had been circulated in the staffrooms. We are still in need of more 

volunteers to help on the day but we have had fantastic responses from parents and teachers and extended 

family members of parents to assist or donate at the Summer Fete. 

MH is constantly providing updates and we are hoping that we will have a large turnout of helpers on the 

day. 

On June 4th, BP and JH sat down and went through the full stall list and provided the PTFA with a complete 

list of what was required for the day and items that would need to be purchased.  

Dragons Den 

The dragons den judging will take place in the Infant School Studio on June 21st. Shona and Mona had 

expressed an interest in attending and some of the PTFA officers will be present to judge.  

EE to reach out to Year 6 teachers to assist on stall so that she can help Janice Main at the gate. 

Raffles Prizes 

BD confirmed that the raffle tickets had been ordered. The raffle ticket company had confirmed a 5-day 

delivery. BD is expecting them to arrive by Monday June 18th. They are in black and white. 

NW suggested that there is a prize for the person who has sold the most amount of raffle tickets.  

SK mentioned that another raffle prize had come in for a 40 pound food voucher at Purple Flame. 

AN spoke about the toilets that would be used on the day as the ones that were used previously used have 
changed due to the new build. JH agreed that it is now in a slightly different location but there is a toilet that 
can be used which ensures that the children are going through the whole school. This is something that will 
need to be discussed with Steve. 
SK also mentioned that she had asked Steve previously to run a BBQ for the fete, however this is not going to 
be the case now. SK to ask Steve if there is a specific job that he would like to do on the day. 

On June 4th, it was agreed that parents would not be able to set up stalls at the fete for their own businesses 
where they give a certain percentage to the school. It was decided at this meeting that it was too late to 
reach out to all parents and the school want to give everyone a fair chance. 
As a result AN suggested that a table top sale be arranged for October which would allow all parents to 
participate. MH has ensured that this poster has been distributed by both schools and further information 
will follow after the summer fete. 
The question around whether we would ever allow parents to set up a stall in future summer fete’s will be a 
point for discussion in the coming months. 
 
A parent and her children would like to run a stall where they donate money to the school and to a charity of 
their choice that they have been working closely with. The PTFA and teachers agreed that this was a fantastic 
idea and as a community we all want to work together to help charities. This stall will be set up on the day 
and money will be donated to a bone cancer charity. 

 



AOB 

The PTFA newsletter will be produced after the summer fete in order to be able to provide more detail. 

 

Actions 

1. SK to arrange time with Suzanne to discuss burger and chips stall- DONE for June 21st 

2. EN and VB to reach out to Romanian bakery- DONE 

3. BP has agreed to count June 22nd Mufti Money as MH is not around 

4. EE to find a Year 6 Teacher to run dragons den so she can work with Mrs Main on gate- DONE 

5. All officers to ensure that Manju has donation for veggie delight- DONE 

6. BD to order raffle books- DONE should receive by Mon June 18th 

7. Ensure discussion of PTFA storage on June 21st 

8. MH to update Stall list and provide updates as necessary 

9. MH and SK to work with Peggy Ashby on pulling together prizes for the Lucky dip stall.  

10. NW to ensure to provide e-signature for new PTFA account. 

11. KM, MH and SK to go to PPA hut on Monday June 18th and sort through prizes. 

12.  PTFA to liaise with Ms Vaizey regarding choir singing on fete day. 

13. SK to reach out regarding booking a lessons learnt meeting after the fete. 

14. PTFA Officers to spend time running through layout for both sunny and rainy day. 

15. KM to go to the Afghan restaurant in Edgware and request donation. 

16. PTFA to source a bin for ice and cold drinks. 

17. SK to arrange for BP to check PPA hut for duck pond prizes. 

18. SK to ensure that Suzanne keeps Ice Cream boxes- DONE 

 

 

Future PTFA Meetings 

1. Monday June 25th- 9.00am 

2. Monday July 2nd – 5.30pm 

 

 


